
모바일로 보는 더 큰 세상

SMART 
[Micro Scope]

More close world 
through microscope 

SMART 
[Micro Scope]



MOBILE
Available to use 

whenever and wherever 

Easy to use with smart device 
(Smart Phone, Tablet PC ) 

and also PC.

CONVENIENCE
Easy and fast to use 

Convenient to connect with 
wire and operate faster. 

Available to take a capture and 
save with external button 

on device.

New paradigm from electron 
microscope 

NEW 
PARADIGM

SMART
Advanced own application 

Download it from 
at free and it will be supported to 
update depends on circumstance 

in each area.



SMART [Micro Scope] Pro
How to change lens
(Magnification 100/400)

Smart [Micro Scope]
How to adjust magnification
(Magnification 20~300)
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Model

Dimension

Image Sensor 

Frame Rate 

Power Supply 

Magnification

LED Light

KJMSF-01

65 x 140 x 50mm

1/4 ” CMOS 

Up to  30  Frame 

5V  USB  POWER 

×100 , ×400

Fixed

Model

Dimension

Image Sensor 

Frame Rate 

Power Supply 

Magnification

LED Light

KJMSF-02

Length : 129mm
Diameter : 30mm

1/4 ” CMOS

Up to 30 Frame 

5V USB POWER 

x20 ~ x300

Digital Dimming Control
(10 STEP)



COMPACT
Useful to apply in various 
circumstance with compact size

Education activity
Field study, gallery, museum, art gallery
Useful to various education activity from convenience to carry.

Beauty
Scalp, skin, hair
High definition of screen can help to check scalp, skin, hair more 
precisely.
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Industrial field
Component, printing, fabric
It can be used to inspect for QC from easiness and fastness to use.

Living circumstance
Disease control system, laundry, cleaning
Showing diagnose a pollution and cleaning status enable to build 
more credit for service.



SIMPLE
Easy to use and 
convenient to carry App of smart microscope

Keep the saved image in menu 
“album“ and search it.

ALBUM and STORAGE
Keep the saved image and share 
it with various methods.

SHARE

Available to enlarge and capture 
looking at image photo in real 
time.

EXECUTION SCREEN
The capture image can be saved 
with memo.

MEMO and STORAGE

Own App of
smart microscope
Easy to check image, enlarge,
save, take a memo no matter 
whoever for user.
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App of smart microscope 
+ beauty
The beauty service App provides various 
function to enlarge, save, take a memo, 
share. Besides these function, it supports 
management of customer and sample 
picture.

Smart microscope App + beauty

Compare a change before and after from 
2 divided or 4 divided of screens.

CHECK A CHANGE

Provides to register, search customer and 
save a record required for management of 
customer.

MANAGEMNT of CUSTOMER



www.viewnview.net


